Gale Databases
Gale offers a variety of resources for education, lifelong learning, and
academic research. Whether you are looking for peer-reviewed articles;
full-text magazines, newspapers, and eBooks; primary source documents;
and videos or podcasts, Gale puts the right vetted content and tools at
your fingertips!
Small Business Collection - a comprehensive database that covers all aspects of starting
and operating a business, including accounting, marketing, tax, and more.
GREENR (Global Reference on the Environment; Energy; and Natural Resources) covers global warming, to food safety, to health care access, and the impact of economic
development on international relations.
Communications and Mass Media Collection - nearly 3 million articles on all aspects of
the communications field, including advertising, public relations, linguistics, and literature.
Gender Studies Collection - provides balanced coverage of this significant aspect of
culture and society. The database offers access to scholarly journals and magazines.
Global Issues in Context - ties together sources to present a rich analysis of issues - social,
political, military, economic, environmental, science related, health related and cultural.
Opposing Viewpoints In Context - this cross-curricular research database supports
science, social studies, current events, and language arts classes.
Pop Culture Collection - offers useful information for researchers in social science, history,
art or liberal arts courses.
Health and Wellness Resource Centre - a comprehensive consumer health resource that
provides accurate, authoritative information on a full range of health-related issues.
Biography in Context - a comprehensive database of biographical information on more
than 1,000,000 influential people from throughout history around the world.
World History in Context - Reaches back nearly 5,000 years to chronicle the rise and fall
of cultures and societies across all continents and eras.
LegalTrac - Ideal for students, law school faculty, and legal researchers, LegalTrac offers
coverage of British Commonwealth, European Union, and international law.
Literature Resource Center - Offers the broadest and most representative range of authors
and their works, including a large collection of full-text critical and literary analysis.
Science in Context - Hundreds of today's most significant science topics, showcasing how
scientific disciplines relate to real-world issues.

HOW DO I use databases?
Visit www.waverley.nsw.gov.au/services/library/explore_collections/e-library/research_databases

step1
Please enter your library card 			
number to log in: Pxxxxxxxxxx
Type terms in the search box and then
select the Basic option, a good allpurpose search

step 2
Basic search applies a proprietary
algorithm to deliver the most relevant
search results based on your search
term(s). The algorithm prioritises
different indexes which include but
are not limited to Keyword, Title,
text from the Entire Document, and
Subject.

tips:

step 3
Additional ways to search:
Advanced - select an index and
combine search terms and limiters for
the most precise searches
Subject Guide - find content about
a topic
Publication - find content by its source

Get Link: Use the Get Link tool to generate a reliable permalink back to search
results, individual articles, publications, and media content.
l Click or tap the Get Link icon l Use the Select button to help you highlight
the entire link l Copy the permalink and paste it elsewhere

step 4
Filter your results by: publication
date, subjects, document type,
publication title or newspaper
sections. Also, as full text documents
or peer-reviewed journals

step 5
You can switch between GALE
databases by clicking "Change
databases" on the top right corner
of the screen.

step 6
"Change database" option will
give the list of all available GALE
databases.

step 7
Any GALE database can be viewed
in your own language by changing
the language setting.

tips!

Browse by Discipline/Browse by Topic

Gale Academic OneFile: The Browse by Discipline feature provides a
curriculum-aligned browsing experience with smaller targeted results.
Example: Browsing through the Psychology discipline for "memory" will
result in content specific to the Psychology discipline and not necessarily
related to "computer memory."
Gale General OneFile: The Browse by Topic feature allows quick access
to the most popular and most-searched content across multiple distinct
categories.

